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San Salvador, September 17 (RHC)-- Cuban duo Buena Fe, made up of Israel Rojas and Yoel Martínez,
will perform in El Salvador on September 23, the group announced Saturday.

On their way through Panama to Honduras, where they will be this Saturday, the members said that on
September 20 they will perform in Costa Rica and arrive in El Salvador to perform at the Auditorium I,
Ellacuría, at the Universidad Centroamericana José Simeón Cañas -UCA-, where they will play rhythms
ranging from pop rock and alternative rock to trova.

In their tour, according to Rojas, they will present themes and songs for the world to be filled with love and
good faith.

This is a musical duo from the province of Guantanamo, in the eastern part of Cuba, in which Rojas,
besides being the vocalist and leader, is the composer of the songs and Martinez, guitarist and second
voice.

According to critics, their contagious rhythm and originality place them as the most important Cuban duo
of their generation with several albums where songs such as "Papel en blanco", "No juegues con mi
soledad", "Volar sin ti", "Era mi aire" stand out.

We will arrive with the best possible songs. Working hard as worshipers of love and good faith among
human beings, said Rojas during his visit to Panama.

In a recent publication made by the artist in his Facebook profile, he indicated that they will continue
criticizing what deserves it for the construction of a better country, but never being praisers of defeat, rage
and the "plaintive cry" that is known that it does not fix, nor founds anything, but it is profitable.



Buena Fe came to break the stereotypes of the music scene with trova influences and a mixture of
rhythms such as rock, pop, guaracha, reggae and flamenco. In 2001 they recorded their debut album,
entitled "Déjame Entrar". Since then they have adopted the band format.

This is not an unknown group here, where they performed on several occasions. Already in 2018 it had
five appointments in Salvadoran stages, including at the UCA and at the National Theater in the city of
Santa Ana, about 70 kilometers northwest of the capital.

This time, when he starts his presentation on the 23rd at 16:30 local time, he will be accompanied by
artists Manuel Contreras and Oscar, and reservations can be made at info@xar-music.com. (Source:
Prensa Latina).
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